
Run a Smarter, Safer Kitchen

Value-Added Eggs from Michael Foods 

help you run a more efficient kitchen.

Save Prep Time 
Anything you can do with a conventional egg, you can do more 

quickly with our value-added eggs.

Assure Safety 
Virtually eliminate the risk of Salmonella and cross-contamination. 

Safely serve soft, runny, and even raw eggs.

Serve Real Eggs 
All value-added eggs are made with real, farm-fresh eggs.

Refrigerated Liquid Eggs 

Papetti’s® Liquid Eggs are real, from-the-shell 

eggs—we’ve just cracked them for you.  

It only takes one minute to pour the  

equivalent of 30 dozen eggs, plus they’re  

pasteurized and conveniently packaged  

to save space and provide peace of mind.

Pasteurized Shell Eggs 

Davidson’s® Pasteurized Shell Eggs  

virtually eliminate the risk of Salmonella and 

cross-contamination, allowing you to  

confidently serve eggs prepared any style, 

whether sunny side up, poached, soft  

scrambled, or even raw.

Fully Cooked Refrigerated 

Scrambled Eggs 

From the refrigerator to a plate in minutes! 

Papetti’s® Fully Cooked Refrigerated  

Scrambled Eggs are not only real and  

delicious, they save you time and protect you 

from stressing over food safety.

To order today or for more product details, call 800-328-5474 or visit michaelfoods.com



Papetti’s® Refrigerated Liquid Eggs 

Our Liquid Eggs are pre-cracked and pasteurized to make your back-of-house both efficient and 

safe. Serve up the taste, nutrition and functionality of traditional shell eggs while increasing safety to 

protect your guests and your reputation! Plus, they take up only 1/3 the cooler space of shell eggs 

and last up to 14 weeks.

Davidson’s® Pasteurized Shell Eggs 

With Davidson’s® Eggs, you can give your customers the culinary excellence of eggs pre pared any 

style with peace of mind. Our patented in shell egg pasteurization process virtually eliminates the 

risk of Salmonella in eggs and helps prevent cross-contamination.

Papetti’s® Fully Cooked Refrigerated Scrambled Eggs 

Our Fully Cooked Refrigerated Scrambled Eggs take the hassle, stress and mess out of serving 

eggs. Ready in just minutes, they are the perfect solution for anything from a classic scrambled egg 

buffet to signature breakfast bowls and skillets. Our Refrigerated Scrambled Eggs were made to stay 

tender and moist when holding hot or under extreme temperatures.

To order today or for more product details, call 800-328-5474 or visit michaelfoods.com

MFI code Description Pack size

46025-91200-00 Whole Eggs with Citric Acid 15/2 Lb Ctn

MFI code Description Pack size

63514-41430-00 Medium Pasteurized Shell Eggs 1/15 dozen

63514-41420-00 Large Pasteurized Shell Eggs 1/15 dozen

63514-41410-00 X-Large Pasteurized Shell Eggs 1/15 dozen

46025-88900-00 Whole Eggs with Citric Acid 2/20 Lb Bags

46025-91820-00 Egg Whites with TEC 15/2 Lb Ctn

46025-91800-00 Yolks 15/2 Lb Ctn

46025-84254-00 Breakfast Blend Scrambled Egg Mix 15/2 Lb Ctn*

46025-89241-00 Original Low/No Fat Liquid Egg Product 15/2 Lb Ctn*

63514-42420-00 Cage Free Large Pasteurized Shell Eggs 1/15 dozen

46025-15088-00 Traditional Scrambled Egg Mix 15/2 Lb Ctn*

* Also available in bag in box.

MFI code Description Pack size

46025-85877-00 Precooked Refrigerated Scrambled Eggs 12/1.85 Lb Bags


